In recent years, privacy preserving data mining has become very important because of the proliferation of large amounts of data on the internet. Many data sets are inherently high dimensional, which are challenging to different privacy preservation algorithms. However, some domains of such data sets also have some special properties which make the use of sketch based techniques particularly useful. In this paper, we present a new method for privacy preserving data mining of text and binary data with the use of a sketch based approach. The special properties of such data sets which are exploited are that of sparsity; according to this property, only a small percentage of the attributes have non-zero values. We formalize an anonymity model for the sketch based approach, and utilize it in order to construct sketch based privacy preserving representations of the original data. This representation allows accurate computation of a number of important data mining primitives such as the dot product. Therefore, it can be used for a variety of data mining algorithms such as clustering and classification. We illustrate the effectiveness of our approach on a number of real and synthetic data sets. We show that the accuracy of data mining algorithms is preserved by the transformation even in the presence of increasing data dimensionality.
Introduction
Privacy preserving data mining has been an important problem in recent years because of many new kinds of technology which facilitate the collection of different kinds of data. Such large collections of data have lead to an increasing need to develop methods to protect the privacy of the underlying data records. As a result, a considerable amount of research has been focussed on the problem in recent years [4, 6, 21] . However, most of these techniques are designed for the case of quantitative and categorical data. In this paper, we will discuss new methods for text and binary data with the use of a sketch-based approach. Our algorithms will work effectively for any kind of data which is sparse, and has very few attributes with non-null values.
The problem of privacy preserving data mining has been studied in the context of a number of different approaches in the literature. Some important methods for privacy preserving data mining include those of perturbation and k-anonymity. These are as follows:
• In perturbation, we add noise to the original data.
Reconstructed distributions are then used to perform the privacy preserving data mining [4, 6, 11] . The perturbation method has the advantage that it can be performed at data collection time. This is because the behavior of the other records does not need to be used during the perturbation process.
• In k-anonymity, we transform the data such that a given record cannot be distinguished from at least k other records in the data [17, 21] . While this approach provides greater privacy in the presence of public information, it uses the distribution of other records, and needs the presence of all records on a single trusted server.
Both techniques are useful for different scenarios of privacy, though both techniques work well for lower dimensional data, and are not very effective for the high dimensional case [2] . This is because of the following reasons:
• In the high dimensional case, the concept of locality becomes ill-defined. Since the concept of kanonymity depends deeply upon locality, it is no longer possible to anonymize the data without losing an unacceptable amount of information. Furthermore, with an increasing number of attributes the problem of k-anonymity becomes increasingly difficult. Since it has been shown that this problem is NP-hard [17] , it also becomes impractical to anonymize the data.
• In the method of perturbation [6] , it is possible to compute maximum likelihood estimates [3] for a record matching the public database. With increasing dimensionality, these estimates become increasingly accurate, and therefore privacy is lost.
We note that the problem of high dimensionality is a fundamental one for privacy purposes, and it cannot be solved by using more effective models and algorithms. Nevertheless, many high dimensional data sets have special structure which can be exploited in order to obtain more effective solutions. In this paper, we will study the domain of text and market basket data sets which are high dimensional, but are also sparse. By sparsity, we refer to the property that most of the attributes are zero, and only a few attributes take on non-zero values. For this special case, it is possible to design algorithms which work effectively under a variety of circumstances. Specifically, we will use the method of sketches in order to perform the anonymization. These methods work well since the final sketch based representation is defined only by the non-zero elements in the record. Therefore, they retain their effectiveness for the high dimensional case, as long as the number of non-zero elements is small. Some recent work discusses techniques for privacy via pseudo-random sketches [18] . The method in [18] is designed specifically the problem of query resolution in quantitative data sets. However, the focus of our work is very different and it is designed as a solution to the high dimensional case in which standard methods such as k-anonymity and perturbation do not work very effectively. Furthermore, our primary focus is in the domain of text and categorical data, and in the context of general data mining problems. We will present sketch-based methods which are analogous to the different scenarios of perturbation and k-anonymity:
• We will present algorithms which rely on absolute levels of perturbation using the sketch based approach. These algorithms do not typically need to use other records in order to perform the anonymization. Therefore, as in [4] , these methods can be performed at data collection time.
• We will present algorithms which are sensitive to local data distributions in order to perform the transformation. For example, outlier records require greater anonymization, since it can be easily distinguished from the other records in the data. These techniques use other records to perform the transformation, and therefore perturb the records in a way which is sensitive to the underlying data distribution.
We will use an adaptation of the AMS sketch [8] in order to perform the privacy preserving transformation. We will present algorithms to perform both kinds of anonymization. We will also apply these anonymized techniques to a number of different kinds of data sets and algorithms, and show that the perturbed data does retain its utility after anonymization. The sketch based approach is also extremely efficient because of the simplicity in implementation.
This paper is organized as follows. The remainder of this section contains a discussion on related work on privacy preserving data mining. In the next section, we will discuss a model for sketch based anonymization. In section 3, we will discuss the implementation of the anonymization process, and its use for data mining algorithms. The experimental results are contained in section 4. Section 5 contains the conclusions and summary.
Related Work
The privacy preserving data mining topic has been studied extensively in recent years because of recent focus on the topic of anonymization and privacy. A comprehensive survey of privacy methods may be found in [23] . The most widely researched classes of problems on the topic are as follows:
• Randomization The method of randomization adds additive or multiplicative noise to the data in order to hide the attribute values of the records [4, 6, 11, 20] . Modifications of data mining algorithms are applied to the randomized data in order to obtain the most effective results. Some examples of such data mining problems are those of classification [4, 6] and association rules.
• Methods for k-anonymity: A key point about privacy preserving data mining algorithms is that the underlying data can be combined with information available in public records in order to reveal sensitive information about the data. In kanonymity based methods, the data is perturbed in a careful way so as to minimize the likelihood of discovery of identities of the underlying records [2, 9, 17, 21] . Other related techniques [1] include the use of pseudo-data for k-anonymization. In [9] , a number of heuristics have been proposed for effective k-anonymization, though the problem of obtaining an optimal solution has been shown to be NP-hard in [17] .
• Distributed Privacy Preserving Data Mining: In many applications, it is desirable for multiple entities to share records across horizontally or vertically partitioned data sets [12, 22] . In such cases, the individual entities may not wish to share the individual records, but they are interested in the aggregate mining results across the union of the data sets across these entities. In such cases, comprehensive protocols need to be designed for distributed privacy preserving data mining. A description of such methods may be found in [13] .
• Cryptographic Methods: In cryptographic methods, we use functional transformations of the data which are difficult to invert without impractical computational or other costs. Many of these methods intersect with the distributed mining case, since they require the computation of functions with secure multi-party protocols. So the privacy of the data continues to be preserved from a practical point of view. A survey on cryptographic methods has been discussed in [19] .
While the k-anonymity technique is generally quite effective, it has been shown to have some shortcomings in some special cases. For this reason, a technique called l-diversity was recently proposed in [16] . Some recent methods [14] also inject utility into the problem of privacy preserving data mining. These techniques try to design privacy preserving algorithms in such a way so as maximize the utility of the data from the point of view of the underlying mining algorithms.
In general, many of these techniques work quite well for the lower dimensional case, but are not specifically designed for high dimensional data. This is because of the curse of dimensionality which makes high dimensional data very difficult to handle. For the case of text data, a method has been proposed to perform the specific task of privacy preserving indexing of documents over a network [10] . This is different from the general problem of anonymizing a given data set for an arbitrary application which may be different from indexing. In the next section, we will discuss a sketch based anonymization algorithm for sparse data, which works well for the high dimensional case.
Sketch Based Anonymization of Sparse Data
In this paper, we define sparse data as one in which each record contains only a small number of nonzero values. Many domains of data such as text and transactional data satisfy this property. For example, a text document may contain only a few words, but may be drawn from a base lexicon of more than a hundred thousand words. The same is true of a market basket transaction drawn from items selling in a supermarket.
Before describing the algorithms further, we will first introduce some notations and definitions. We will assume that the database D contains N records, each of which contains d dimensions. Each record X in D is denoted by X = (x 1 . . . x d ). In this case, we assume that x i = 0 for only l different values of i, where l << d. Furthermore, d is typically quite large and its magnitude may range in the thousands, whereas l is rarely larger than a few hundred.
The a sketch of the record (x 1 . . . x d ) is defined by the quantity s j such that:
Here, the random variable r j i is drawn from {−1, +1} with a mean of 0, and is generated from a pseudorandom number generator [8] which produces 4-wise independent values for the variable r j i . Different values of j provide different instantiations for the random variable, and therefore different components s j of the sketch S = (s 1 . . . s r ). In general, the record X can be re-constructed only approximately from the sketch. This approximation provides the privacy for that record. The larger the number of components r, the better the re-construction, but the lower the privacy. We also note that the sketch value s j is defined only by the non-zero components of the record. Therefore, the noise in the sketch representation is primarily governed by the number of such non-zero components. This helps in preserving the effectiveness of the sketch based approach for the purpose of distance computations, while preserving the privacy at the attribute level.
We note that the value of x k can be reconstructed by using the sketch derivative E k = s j · r 
A key issue here is the variance of the estimation of the different values of x k . This is because this variance defines the level of accuracy of the sketch representation. We compute the variance of E k as follows:
The above expression simplifies to the following:
We note that the above-mentioned variance is dependent only on the non-null attributes in the data. A key function for many data mining algorithms is that of dot product computation. This is because dot products can be used to compute the distances between records. Let S = (s 1 . . . s r ) be one set of sketches from a given record X, and let T = (t 1 . . . t r ) be another set of sketches from a different record Y . Then the expected dot product of X and Y is given by the following:
As in the previous case, it is useful to compute the variance of the dot product. First, we will compute the variance of each component s j · t j . Therefore, we have:
Since each value of j defines an independent instantiation of the sketch derivative, it is possible to reduce the variance by averaging the different sketch derivatives s j · t j . Specifically, the variance can be reduced by a factor of r (and standard deviation by √ r) by averaging the sketch derivative over r independent instantiations. Therefore, we have:
By varying the number of components in the different sketch derivatives, it is possible to increase or decrease the level of anonymity. In general, the anonymous representation will comprise a sketch for each record in the data. However, the number of components for each sketch can vary across different records, and is carefully controlled so as to provide a uniform measure of anonymity across different records. We note that in order to compute functions of two or more records, we need to use the minimum number of sketch components from the set of multiple records.
In general, let us assume that the database D contains N records which are denoted by X 1 . . . X N . We assume that the number of sketch components are defined by m 1 . . . m N . In order to decide how the number of such sketch components are determined, we first need to define the privacy level. Specifically, we define the concept of δ-anonymity: Definition 1. A sketch-based randomization with r components is defined to be δ-anonymous, if the variance of the reconstruction of each attribute is larger than δ, when a total of r sketch components is used. Therefore we have:
We note that for a given value of δ, it may not always be possible to construct a δ-anonymous representation. For example, let us consider the particular case in which attribute x i is zero, except for one attribute which takes on a value less than γ << δ. In such a case, a δ-anonymous representation for the record does not exist. In general, if the use of r = 1 provides a variance which is less than δ, then that record needs to be suppressed. Therefore, the suppression condition for a record is as follows:
is suppressed for δ-anonymity, when the following condition is satisfied:
We note that record suppression is necessary for many anonymity-based approaches. One advantage of the δ-anonymity method is that since it does not depend on the behavior of the other records in the data, it can actually be performed at data collection time. One disadvantage of the δ-anonymity based definition is that it treats all records evenly irrespective of the behavior of the other records in its locality. In general, outlier records containing unique words should have a much larger anonymity requirement than records which are drawn from pre-defined clusters. Therefore, we provide a second definition of privacy which uses the records in the neighborhood of a given record in order to define the anonymity level. The key idea behind this definition is that the variance of the distance calculations for the knearest neighbors are higher than the absolute distances to each of these neighbors. This ensures that it becomes extremely difficult to distinguish a record from its knearest neighbors even when partial information about some of the records is available. Therefore, we define the concept of k-variance based anonymization as follows: Definition 3. A data set D is said to be k-variance based anonymized, if the following conditions hold true for any pair of records X i and X j , with the corresponding sketches S i and S j :
Algorithm DeltaAnonymity(X, AnonLevel: δ); begin Find smallest r ≥ 1 such that (
• X j is not among the k-nearest neighbors of X i .
• X j is among the k-nearest neighbors of X i , and the sketch based estimation of X j · X i has standard deviation which is at least equal to
The above definition ensures that it becomes much more difficult to distinguish a record from its k-nearest neighbors, since the standard deviation of the similarity calculations is larger than the difference between the similarity to the kth neighbor and the maximum possible similarity value. For practical applications, the records may be normalized so that the each value of |X i | is 1 unit. We note that in order to perform the sketch-based estimation of X j · X i , we need to use only the first min{m(i), m(j)} components of S i and S j . The average of pairwise multiplication of corresponding sketch components provides a variance which is equal to 1/min{m(i), m(j)} of the variance computed in Equation 2.7. As in the previous case, it may not always be possible to satisfy this condition for a given record X i . In such a case, the record X i needs to be suppressed.
Algorithms for Anonymization
In this section, we will discuss and present methods for sketch based anonymization. We will first present methods for δ-anonymity, and then present methods for k-variance based anonymization.
Algorithms for δ-Anonymity
In this subsection, we will present a number of algorithms for δ-anonymity of the underlying data. In Figure 1 , we have presented algorithms for δ-anonymity. The overall algorithm is extremely simple, and uses the results of Definition 1. The algorithm for δ-anonymity simply tries to find the smallest value of r which is at least 1, and which satisfies the conditions of Definition 1. One nice property of this method is that it is extremely simple, and can be easily implemented at data collection time,
Choose minimum integral value of m(q) such that for each X l among the k-nearest neighbors of X, the use of min{m(q), m(l)} sketch components satisfies the conditions of Definition 3 for X l with respect to X; end; Construct the sketches of the N records with the use of {m(1) . . . m(N )} sketch components respectively; We will need to suppress all records for which the value of m(i) is 0; end since it does not use the behavior of the other records in the data. On the flip side, the use of the behavior of other records can help in improving the quality of privacy preservation. In the next section, we will discuss algorithms for k-variance based anonymity. This technique uses the distribution of the records in the data, and therefore provides greater privacy to outlier records which can be more easily distinguished from the rest of the data.
Algorithm for k-variance based anonymity
In this section, we will discuss algorithms for k-variance based anonymity. In the k-variance based anonymization method, our goal is to choose a number of sketch components so that k-variance based anonymity is preserved for each record. An important question here is to choose the number of sketch components appropriately for each record so that the key condition for k-variance based anonymity is satisfied. One possible approach is use an iterative technique so that the number of sketch components for each record are determined one by one. An important question here is the order in which the records should be processed in order to perform the anonymization.
In general, outlier records present a greater challenge from a privacy point of view. Therefore, these records need to be processed first during the anonymization process. The overall process of anonymization is illustrated in Figure 2 . The key to creating the sketch is determining the number of sketch components for the different records which are denoted by {m(1) . . . m(N )}. Once the number of components for each record have been determined, the sketches can be created in a straightforward manner. We start off by setting {m(1) . . . m(N )} to {∞ . . . ∞}. The algorithm uses an iterative approach in which a pass through the entire database is performed in each iteration in order to set the values of {m(1) . . . m(N )}. We refer to each such iteration as a major iteration. In each pass through the database, we further refine the values of {m(1) . . . m(N )}. This successive refinement continues in each iteration, until a termination criterion determines that the change in the values of {m(1) . . . m(N )} from one iteration to another is not very significant. We will discuss more on this issue slightly later.
In each major iteration, we process the records in the data in a certain sort order SI D which is in reverse order of the k-nearest neighbor distance of different records. Each such iteration of processing a record is referred to as a minor iteration. This order is determined during an initial pre-processing phase on the data. When we process a record X q ∈ D, we set the number of sketch components m(q) so that for each of the k-nearest neighbors of X q , the conditions of Definition 3 are satisfied. We note that while computing the conditions for Definition 3 for a record X l which lies within the k-nearest neighbors of X q , we only need to use the first min{m(l), m(q)} sketch components of both records. We note than since the values of the m(·) vector are retained from one iteration to the next, this helps in gradual convergence of these values. The termination criterion is to determine the total change in the values of the m(·) vector from one iteration to the next. If this change is below a certain threshold, then we terminate and construct the sketches for the different records. We note that at the end of the process, some of the values of m(i) may be 0. The corresponding records may need to be suppressed.
Application of Sketch Based Representation to Data Mining Algorithms
The sketch based representation can be easily used for a variety of data mining algorithms. This is because primitive computations such as the dot product are extremely easy with the use of the sketch based representation. In this section, we enumerate the basic primitive operations which can be computed with the sketch based representation, and the data mining algorithms which can be implemented with the use of these primitive operations.
Determination of Original Attribute Values:
The technique can be used for determination of the original attribute values from the sketch. We have already discussed the process of determination of original attribute values in section 2.
Determination of dot product:
This was also discussed in section 2. The dot product is an extremely important operation for a variety of proximity based computations. Many data mining algorithms such as clustering and classification can be achieved almost exclusively with the use of proximity based computations.
3. Determination of Sparse Transaction Length: In many applications such as text and transaction data, it is desirable to find the sum-squared length ||X|| 2 of the document (or transaction) X for the purposes of normalization during mining.
Determination of Euclidean distance::
The euclidean distance between two records X and Y can be computed as follows:
Since we have already discussed how to estimate all quantities on the right hand side, the quantity of the left hand side can be estimated as well.
Centroid of a set of records:
The centroid of a set of records can be expressed as the average of all the records in the set.
The above primitives can be used for the purpose of a number of data mining algorithms. The important data mining algorithms which can be used for these purposes are as follows:
• Clustering: Many distance based clustering algorithms can be easily implemented with the use of the above primitives. For example, the K-means clustering algorithm requires the repeated computation of centroids in conjunction with the computation of distances of data points from these centroids.
• Classification: Many classifiers such as nearest neighbor methods use distance based computations in order to perform the classification. The above mentioned primitives can be easily used in order to perform the computations.
• Reconstruction Based Algorithms: Since the attributes can be approximately reconstructed, any general data mining algorithm can be applied to the problem with the use of the reconstructed attributes. This is a slightly less desirable option, since direct approximation of primitives is usually more accurate than computations from the reconstructed attributes.
Experimental Results
In this section, we will discuss the results of the sketch based method for privacy preserving data mining. We will test our method on a number of text and market basket data sets. We will test the effectiveness of our technique over the classification problem.
For the purpose of testing, we used a number of text and market basket data sets. The text data sets used include the Y ahoo! taxonomy data set which contained 163,000 documents from a 1996 scan of the Y ahoo! taxonomy. The data contained documents from the Y ahoo! categories, which we truncated to 17 high level categories of the taxonomy. We will refer to this data set as Text17. The market basket data sets were generated using the Apriori data generator [7] . For the case of the Apriori data generator, we used a number of different data sets. In particular, we used two instances of the data set T20.I4.D100K to create 1 the two class data set C20.I4.D200K. Similarly, we created the data set C20.I6.D200K with the use of two instances of the data set T20.I6.D100K. Next, we will present the results of using the technique for the classification problem.
Classification Problem
In this section, we will present the results of using the technique for the classification problem. The training data and test data were separately anonymized. The classification accuracy was tested using a bootstrapping procedure in which the ratio of the training to the test data was 2:1. In each case, we tested the k-variance based anonymity procedure for varying values of k. We note that some of the test data needed to be suppressed as a result of the procedure. This was a source of inaccuracy since the suppressed data was labeled at random in accordance with a-priori class distribution probabilities. In Figure  3 , we have illustrated the classification accuracy on the text data set. It is clear that with increasing value of k, the classification accuracy was reduced. On the same graph, we have also illustrated the classification accuracy when the original data set was used with the use of a horizontal baseline. However, on an overall basis the accuracy reduced only slightly by about 5 − 10%. In Figures 4 and 5 , we have illustrated the results for 1 The notations used here are from the paper [5] .
the market basket data sets. The results on these data sets show the same trend as the text data set. In each case, one of the trends was that the accuracy initially reduced quickly, but then leveled out beyond a certain anonymity level.
We also tested the method with increasing value of δ when the δ-anonymity procedure was used. The results for the text data set are illustrated. The trend is quite similar to the case of the k-variance based anonymization method. As in the previous case, the rate of degradation of the results levels off with increasing value of δ. These results show that the technique is quite robust to increasing values of the parameter δ.
Clustering Problem
We also tested the technique for the case of the clustering problem. In the case of the clustering problem, we implemented a version of the k-means algorithm, in which the value of k was chosen to be 10. The average similarity value of each point to its cluster centroid was reported as the quality measure for the clustering process. The average similarity value was computed in terms of the cosine distance, and therefore larger values imply greater similarity. While the data mining algorithm was applied on the sketch based representation, the original representation of the records were used for presenting the true quality of the results with respect to the original data. As before, records which were suppressed contributed to quality deterioration, since they were assigned a-posteriori to random clusters in proportion to the number of points in the different clusters. Such assignments increased with greater distortion, and therefore reduced the quality of the clustering process.
In Figures 7, 8 , and 9, we have illustrated the effectiveness of the clustering problem with increasing variance level for the anonymization process. On the X-axis, we have illustrated the variance level of the anonymization, whereas on the Y-axis, we have illustrated the average similarity level of each record to its assigned cluster centroid. Since the computed values are similarity values as opposed to distance values, high numbers imply greater similarity. We have also illustrated a horizontal baseline which indicates the similarity value at the point of no distortion. The trends in this case are quite similar to the classification application, though they are a little bit more noisy because of the difference in the clustering process across different runs of the randomized k-means algorithm. In each case, the results degrade initially, but level off after a while.
In Figure 10 , we have illustrated the effectiveness of the clustering technique with increasing value of the parameter δ. As in the previous cases, the clustering accuracy initially reduces with increasing value of δ, but then it levels off when the value of δ is increased beyond 1. These results show that the anonymization method is quite robust to increase in the noise level. In the next section, we will discuss the computational results associated with the use of the sketch based privacy preservation method.
Effectiveness with Increasing
Data Dimensionality We tested the effectiveness of the method with increasing data dimensionality. In order to generate data sets with increasing dimensionality, we used market basket data sets as generated in [5] . except we varied the base number of items from which the data set was generated. Thus, the data set Q20.I6.D200K.G1200 refers to the same data set as C20.I6.D200K, except that we used 1200 base items instead of 1000 items in order to generate the data sets. The data set C20.I6.D200K corresponds to Q20.I6.D200K.G1000. Thus, we varying the value of x in Q20.I6.D200K.Gx, it is possible to measure the variation in effectiveness with increasing data dimensionality.
In Figure 11 , we have illustrated the variation in effectiveness with increasing data dimensionality. We fixed the values of δ at 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, in order to plot the behavior at varying levels of perturbation. The base dimensionality is illustrated on the X-axis. On the Yaxis, we have illustrated the ratio of the accuracy on the transformed data set to the accuracy on the original data set. This ratio is always less than 1, and a higher value implies a lower degradation. It is clear that the technique does not degrade much with increasing data dimensionality, and the behavior does not very much for different levels of perturbation. Similar results are observed for the case of the clustering problem in Figure  12 . As in the previous case, we fixed the value of δ at 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 in order to obtain the corresponding results. In this case, the value on the Y-axis illustrates the ratio of the average clustering similarity value (as in Figures  7, 8, 9 , and 10) of the transformed data to the original data. As in the previous case, the method is extremely robust to increasing data dimensionality. Thus, this technique is very effective for the high dimensional case, as long as the data continues to be sparse.
Computational Results
In this section, we will present the computational results illustrating the efficiency of the method. In particular, we tested the k-variance based anonymity method, since this algorithm was more computationally challenging of the two methods. Since the running time of the count based sketch method depended upon the number of items with non-zero counts, we tested the efficiency with increasing number of items with non-zero counts. In Figure 13 , we have illustrated the running time of the technique on a data set containing 200,000 records with increasing dimensionality of the market basket data set. The increasing dimensionality of the market basket data set was obtained by taking projections of increasing dimensionality of the data set Cx.I6.D200K. On the X-axis, we have used the number of non-zero items x, whereas on the Y-axis, we have illustrated the running time for the method. It is clear that the running time increases linearly with the number of non-zero items. This is because of the nature of the computations of the sketch-based method which require a constant number of computations for each non-zero item in the data.
Similarly, the increasing data set size was obtained by creating the data set C20.I6.1M, which contains 1 million records, and using samples of varying sizes of this data set. In Figure 14 , we have illustrated the running times of the data set for with increasing size of the data set. The X-axis contains the size of the data set, whereas the Y-axis contains the running time in seconds. It is clear that in which case, the running time increases linearly with increasing data size. This is because of the use of a partition based method whose complexity increases linearly with database size. For both the scalability cases, we note that the running times are small on an absolute basis, and are of the order of a few seconds. Thus, the technique retains its efficiency with increasing database size.
Conclusions and Summary
In this paper, we presented a method for sketch based privacy preserving mining of text and market basket data streams. These data domains are especially difficult for traditional privacy-preserving methods because of their high dimensionality. Therefore, we utilize the sketch based technique in which the variance level is sensitive to the amount of noise in the data. This technique is extremely effective for high dimensional data sets, as long as the data is sparse. The sketch based method provides excellent privacy while allowing effective reconstruction of many aggregate distance measures. This is useful in computation of a number of data mining primitives which can be leveraged for a number of algorithms. We also tested the effectiveness of the method on a number of text and market basket data sets. The results show that the technique is accurate, maintains robustness with increasing dimensionality, and is also efficient to implement in practice.
